STRATEGIC STAFFING

Deliver accurate and efficient recruitment support
Need a unique skill set for a small project? Realized a skill is missing on an existing team but it is critical to finish the project? Do not have the budget to hire a full-time resource for a temporary role?

Dynamic Systems is the perfect company to help fill these resourcing needs!

Dynamic Systems’ **Contractor Resource Opportunity** (CRO) Program provides contractors to fill resourcing needs. CRO would help you put in place the right resource to fill project resource needs under your project management team’s direction.

**HOW IT WORKS**

- Qualified candidates will be nominated for review and interviews.
- If selected, Dynamic Systems will provide the contractor for the required timeframe.
- Contractor will become part of the client project team, managed, and tasked by the existing team members.
- Once the assignment is complete, the contractor will be removed, and you have no further obligations.

**WHAT WE OFFER**

Dynamic Systems has a wide variety of skills that can help fill your resourcing needs which includes:

- Secure IT infrastructure
- Legacy to virtualization transition
- DoD security specialists
- Security specialist specific to Government requirements
- Oracle Engineered Systems
- SPARC/Solaris expertise
- Applications/Database Consulting
- Cloud deployment including Dynamic Systems Secure Cloud (DSSC)
- Security/Site hardening
- Migration to Oracle’s cloud
- Oracle migrations to Azure
- Oracle migrations to SQL Server
Dynamic Systems provides technology solutions that make data management simple. We work closely with our clients to understand current challenges, long-term goals, and budget requirements – then combine best-in-class hardware, software, services, and support to streamline maintenance and optimize performance.

Since 1991, Dynamic Systems has built a solid reputation as the IT experts of choice with a relentless focus on customer satisfaction and a strong understanding of our clients’ core requirements. Our cleared resources, financing options, and contract vehicles make it very easy to work with us, particularly for our government and education customers. With enterprise-class resources, partnerships, and state-of-the-art facilities, we provide IT consulting, product advice, and training you need to succeed.

Let Dynamic Systems become your one-stop-shop for all of your service and support needs. Visit us online at www.DynamicSystemsInc.com or call us at 310.337.4400 to learn more about Single Source Support today.